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Abstract: Jets of collimated particles arising from hard scattered partons have been stud-
ied extensively in hadron collisions. Jets serve a multitude of purposes as they are utilized
in fundamental studies of the Standard Model (SM) and in searches for new particles.
Recently, studies of jet interaction with the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) created in high
energy heavy ion collisions are of growing interest, particularly towards understanding par-
tonic energy loss in the QGP medium and its related modifications of the jet shower and
fragmentation. Since the QGP is a colored medium, the extent of jet quenching and conse-
quently, the transport properties of the medium are expected to be sensitive to fundamental
properties of the jets such as the flavor of the parton that initiates the jet. Identifying the
jet flavor enables an extraction of the mass dependence in jet-QGP interactions. We present
a novel approach to tagging heavy-flavor jets at collider experiments utilizing the informa-
tion contained within jet constituents via the JetVLAD model architecture. We show the
performance of this model as characterized by common metrics and showcase its ability to
extract high purity heavy-flavor jet sample at various realistic jet momenta and produc-
tion cross-sections. Such studies open new opportunities for future high purity heavy-flavor
measurements at jet energies accessible at current and future collider experiments.
Keywords: Heavy-Flavor Jets, Machine Learning, Particle Descriptors, Secondary Vertex
Detectors
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1 Introduction
Jets arise from hard scattering of quarks/gluons in high energy hadron/ion collisions result-
ing in a collection of collimated particles in the detector. Jets are multi-scale objects that
are sensitive to perturbative physics, such as in their production and in their parton shower
or evolution [1–7] and non-perturbative effects such as in hadronization [8–10]. Recent
theoretical advancements have extended quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD) calculations of
the jet production cross-sections to beyond leading-order [11] and leading-log [12–14] and
their resummations results in predictions that reproduce trends in data over several or-
ders of magnitude for different collision energies. In addition to being useful in extracting
the strong coupling constant (αS) [15], jets have irreversibly established themselves as key
probes in searches for beyond the standard model (BSM) particles (two recent publica-
tions from ATLAS[16] and CMS [17] on this topic) and in explorations of the quark-gluon
plasma (QGP) produced in relativistic heavy ion collisions. For BSM searches, QCD jets,
i.e. quark/gluon jets are treated as background where the signal arises from identifying
boosted objects as signatures of new particles [18]. On the other hand, jets produced in
heavy ion collisions undergo a phenomenon called jet quenching, which manifests as energy-
loss and modifications to the jet structure due to interactions with the QGP medium. Jet
quenching is an important signature of the QGP and we can extract the medium transport
properties by comparing data with theoretical calculations of energy loss [19, 20]. For more
details regarding jets in heavy ion collisions, we refer the reader to these review articles
from experiment [21] and theory [22, 23]. Thus, in both these seemingly orthogonal areas
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of jet physics, the ability to identify and characterize a jet based on fundamental properties
in relation to its progenitor parton such as its energy, momentum and flavor are desired.
In this paper we focus on the topic of identifying or tagging a jet based on the flavor
of the hard scattered parton. In the case of jet quenching studies, knowing the jet flavor
presents an opportunity to systematically study the mass dependence of parton energy loss
in the QGP. When only considering QCD radiations, the mass of the radiator effectively
controls the phase space of the radiation as prescribed in the dead-cone effect [24]. The
dead-cone effect has been measured and studied in electron-positron collisions [25] and
recently explored in pp collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [26–28]. In heavy ion
collisions, the mass dependence of energy loss is still an open question with measurements
at the LHC [29, 30] showing no significant differences between jets identified as heavy-flavor
jets originating from a b/c-quark to light-flavor (gluons and u, d, s-quarks). It is possible
that jets at the LHC (momenta O(100 − 1000) GeV) are in high energy domain where
the originating parton mass does not play a significant role in its interactions with the
medium. Therefore such studies are especially important at the Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider (RHIC), where the smaller center of mass energy (
√
s = 200 GeV) produces jets
with momentaO(10) GeV which are expected to a greater extent to undergo interaction with
medium and thus have enhanced sensitivity to parton flavor and mass [31, 32]. The smaller
collision energy however makes the measurement challenging due to the significantly smaller
jet production cross-section which in turn introduces a dependence on available statistics.
We present a machine learning model which utilizes experimental information based
on jet and its constituents and we identify and tag populations of light- and heavy-flavor
jets with increased efficiency and purity as compared to current state of the art classifica-
tions algorithms. In contrast to light quarks, the heavy-flavor quarks are produced early
in the hard scattering due to their large mass and travel a significant distance in the de-
tector before they decay. Upon jet evolution involving fragmentation and hadronization,
these massive quarks leave a characteristic experimental signature of charged particle tracks
pointing back to a displaced (secondary) vertex, as opposed to the primary vertex which
corresponds to the hard scattering point of interaction. These vertices can be measured by
high-resolution tracking detectors. Since these displaced vertices are an important feature
of heavy-flavor jets, classification algorithms predominantly take into consideration some
experimental quantity related to the displaced vertex such as the distance of closest ap-
proach (DCA), or the secondary vertex mass amongst others [33, 34]. At LHC energies, it
is important to note that highly-virtual gluons originating from the hard scattering could
produce jets that mimic heavy-flavor jets [35, 36]. This process is often treated as a part
of the background since the gluon can split to a pair of heavy-flavor quarks during its evo-
lution which could behave as a heavy-flavor jet. At the center of mass energies available at
RHIC [37], this gluon splitting process is significantly suppressed due to the jet kinematics
and the steeply falling parton momentum spectra.
There are two general categories of measurements involving identifying heavy-flavor
jets i.e, ensemble based approaches and jet-by-jet approaches. Extracting the heavy-flavor
jet fraction from an inclusive jet sample is typically done via template fits to utilizing dis-
tributions of signal and background. The latter approach of identifying jets individually
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by associating a light- or heavy-flavor probability is more adaptable to machine learning
approaches. The early examples of such taggers employed boosted-decision trees (BDT)
and shallow neural networks (NN) to train on a sample of signal and background jets which
were subsequently applied on data after correcting for the differences between data and the
simulations [33, 34, 38]. Current state of the art studies and measurements at the LHC have
expanded to include deep, convolutional and recurrent networks [39–42]. The classification
procedure where the networks were trained on MC with associated signal/background la-
bels is commonly known as supervised training and is dependent to an extent on the MC
accurately representing data. 1
Since jets are essentially collections of objects (tracks/towers in experiment and parti-
cles in MC), a majority of the high performing heavy-flavor classification models currently
used in experiment utilize information contained within these jet constituents. Experi-
ments with charged particle and vertex tracking detectors with high pointing resolution,
O(10-100µm), can associate tracks originating from different vertices. Providing the jet con-
stituents (4−momenta and vertex information) to a sufficiently complicated model should
effectively include all available physics required to distinguish between heavy- and light-
flavor jets. We introduce a model that utilizes these jet constituents and study the perfor-
mance in detail for jets of varying momenta and for varying categories of inputs. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. The MC samples are outlined in section 2 along with
a discussion of the different inputs types to the classification model. The JetVLAD model
architecture is presented in section 3 and we present a discussion of performance metrics
that are studied in this paper in section 4. We discuss the results for RHIC energies in
section 6 and conclude our study with an outlook focusing on applicability in current and
future experiments in section 7.
2 Datasets And Inputs
We use PYTHIA 8.235 [46] to generate di-jet events in proton-proton (pp) collisions at√
s = 200 GeV. In order to maximize the classification performance, we name two classes
of jets as light (originating from gluon, u, d, s quarks) and heavy-flavor (c, b quarks). To
compare the effect of the production cross-section, we produce two sets of samples which
are labeled as follows:
• Cross-section weighted
• Balanced - 50% light, 25% c-jet and 25% b-jet.
Particle decays in PYTHIA along x− y and z are limited to maximum distances to 2000
mm and 600 mm, respectively. For each dataset, we generate both light- and heavy-flavor
di-jet events with the invariant pˆT corresponding to [8−17], [13−22], [18−27] and [23−42]
GeV/c. The overlap in the upper and lower limits is to maximize statistics when combining
1While unsupervised and weakly supervised models are starting to be considered in high energy physics
(particularly for tagging light-quark vs gluon jets) [43–45], they have yet to be successfully employed for
heavy-flavor tagging.
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the datasets together2. The datasets are split into 80 : 10 : 10 for training, testing and
validation covering a total of 2 million events for the balanced sample and 4 million events
for the cross-section weighted sample.
In order to simulate particle interaction with the detector, we apply a fast simulation
(Fast-Sim) of the STAR detector [47]. The Fast-Sim framework includes a parametrization
of charged particle tracking efficiency, momentum resolution smearing and secondary vertex
DCA smearing according to the STAR Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [48] and Heavy-
Flavor Tracker (HFT) [49], respectively. The Fast-Sim procedure is outlined in greater
detail in Appendix A. Post smearing, we reconstruct jets from all smeared charged particles
using the anti−kt reconstruction algorithm [50] as implemented in FastJet [51] with a jet
resolution parameter R = 0.4. The charged particles which are associated to the jet are then
further considered for classification procedure. These jets are often referred to as charged-
jets and future extensions of this study will consider both charged and neutral components
of a jet, taking into account the energy depositions recorded by both electromagnetic and
hadronic calorimeters.
We separate the inputs into three different types including: tracking - pT is the trans-
verse momentum, η and φ are the pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle, fragmentation -
z,∆R, z(∆R)2 and secondary vertices - DCAxy, DCAz. For each of these classes, the in-
puts correspond to the values mentioned for each track in the jet. We do not take into
account the particle ID or mass which are left for future studies. In addition to tracks, we
can also include high level information related to jet fragmentation such as z = p
track
T
pjetT
frac-
tion of jet momentum carried by the track, ∆R(track, jet) opening angle between jet and
track and z∆R2, a quantity related to the jet mass when summed over all particles [52]. We
also study the effect of including the secondary vertex DCAxy and DCAz to the tracking.
Furthermore, by comparing the performance of the model with tracking and vertexing or
tracking and fragmentation as inputs, one can estimate the impact such information will
have on the tagging of heavy-flavor jets. This can help to clarify detector performance
needed in future experiments or in upgrading current experiments.
The input distributions for 20 < pT < 25 GeV/c jets are shown in figure 1, DCAxy
(top left), DCAz (top right), z (bottom left) and ∆R (bottom right) for light jets in the
green solid lines and heavy-flavor separated into b and c−jets in the blue dashed and red
dot-dashed lines, respectively. As the mass of the originating parton increases, we find jets
to have a larger width in the secondary vertex and distinctive shifts in the opening angles
and fragmentation. For the purposes of the training, we combine both b and c−jets into a
single class called heavy-flavor jets.
Before we train our model, variables are normalized to their mean to ensure uniformity
amongst datasets, which is a necessary step in machine learning (ML) often referred to as
pre-processing.
2The samples used in this study are made available along with all the necessary software tool-kits for
processing and training/testing upon publication
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Figure 1. Distributions of a subset of input variables DCAxy (top left), DCAz (top right), z
(bottom left) and ∆R (bottom right) for light (black), c (red) and b-jets (blue) as generated in
PYTHIA. (color online)
3 JetVLAD - Model
Two broad categories of jet representations for machine learning tasks are the graph based
or the set based approach. The former comes from the fact that we can traverse back
through the jet clustering history to recreate in some metric, the original parton shower.
This approach has disadvantages, namely that such ordering is clearly dependent on the
underlying model of parton shower evolution and also factors in the specific algorithm
utilized for the de-clustering. This might lead to a wider domain gap between simulated jets
from MC which are used for the training of a machine learning algorithm and experimentally
reconstructed jets in data.
The set based approach utilizes a simpler view, where we can consider a jet as a set or
collection of particles. Such approaches could also be dependent on the type of algorithm
used for jet finding but those effects are typically small. As an appreciable consequence,
this approach has a smaller domain gap due to an easier theoretical description of jets at
this level and it has less model dependence than the graph based description. Another
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benefit of this approach is that primary jet finding is predominantly done using anti-kt jet
clustering algorithm and such jets do not have a physical clustering tree (in comparison to
the kt [53] and C/A [54] algorithms).
We begin description of our model by formalizing the dataset notation. We are given
a jet J composed of a set of particles which are created by an action of the anti-kt jet
clustering algorithm, i.e.
J = {(pT,i, ηi, φi, . . . )}ni=1 , (3.1)
where n corresponds to the total number of jet constituents. In recent publications, set
represented jets were classified using Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) models [45], where
an artificial ordering in pT or vertex distance was introduced. To overcome such an arbitrary
ordering, one might use an aggregation method, that will allow us to characterize a set of
inputs into a fixed-length feature vector. An analogous situation is found in computer
vision with respect to the procedure of place recognition, where one wants to recognize a
landmark (say the Eiffel tower). In this case we often deal with a variable size set of feature
descriptors extracted from the image. For example, depending on the place where the photo
was taken, we might have variable amount of trees, cars and other background objects.
The NetVLAD is an adaptive pooling layer that takes a set of feature descriptors as an
input and returns a fixed-length feature vector that characterizes each set [55, 56]. While in
computer vision one needs a feature extractor that yields meaningful descriptors, in physics,
observables already hold rich information regarding the jet shower. Thus we can omit the
feature extractor stage and use tracks belonging to a jet which we call henceforth as particle
descriptors.
Given a jet J with n tracks, each of which is represented by a d-dimensional particle
descriptor, as described in equation 3.1, we define k clusters in the input space of the model,
where each cluster is represented by parameter vectors wk, ck and scalar bk that are learnt
from data. The output of NetVLAD layer is a d× k-dimensional matrix, whose elements are
given by
Vj,k =
n∑
i=1
ew
T
k xi+bk∑
k′ e
wT
k′xi+bk′
(xi,j − ck,j). (3.2)
Here xi,j is a j-th element of the i-th particle descriptor and ck,j is the j-th element of the
k-th cluster center vector. This matrix is then L2 normalized column-wise, transformed
into a vector and then again L2 normalized. NetVLAD hence summarizes a set of particle
descriptors into one fixed-length feature vector, that is then fed into the standard feed-
forward neural network. Please note that the vectors wk, ck and scalar bk for each of
cluster are parameters of this NetVLAD layer and learnt from data (together with other
parameters of the model) in a discriminating manner using back-propagation as described
below.
We chose our network architecture to mimic the ResNet model family [57], by utilizing
residual blocks witch batch normalization, in order to simplify the learning problem. Width
of our model was chosen to be the same as the output of NetVLAD layer. We also utilize
DropOut method [58] in order to increase generalization of our chosen model. Our total
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architecture thus can be written as
JetVLAD = NetVLAD(Nc)→ D × [ResidualBlock]→ Softmax, (3.3)
whereNc is the number of clusters andD is the depth. We train our model using momentum
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [59] with cosine annealing and a warm restart. We chose
learning rate of 0.013, and annealing parameters T0 = 1 and Tmult = 3 by utilizing random
grid search. The model was trained for maximum of 2000 epochs, with early stopping
criterion of 10 epochs used. We also found that number of clusters Nc = 33 and depth
D = 4 were good set of hyper-parameters.
4 Classification Performance Metrics
In order to evaluate performance of the model one has to choose a meaningful set of metrics
that will quantify key aspects of model performance. The first metric is called efficiency, in
physics or true positive rate (TPR), in machine learning/computer vision and it is defined
as
TPR =
TP
P
. (4.1)
Here TP is a number of positively identified heavy-flavor jets and P is a total number of
heavy-flavor jets in the testing sample. Hence, this metric tells us the fraction of the signal
that the model will extract from the sample.
Next metric that is closely related to the efficiency is mis-identification probability, in
physics or false positive rate (FPR), in machine learning/computer vision,
FPR =
FP
N
. (4.2)
Here FP is a number of false-positive samples identified in the testing sample and N is
a total number of background objects in the testing sample. This metric quantifies the
amount of background that still persists in the signal post classification. Another related
metric is background rejection (REJ), which has no analogies in machine learning literature,
and is given by
REJ =
1
FPR
. (4.3)
This determines how much of the true background will be rejected per one false-positive
detection. It is a useful quantity particularly for heavy-flavor jet classification where the
signal is two orders of magnitude smaller than the background due to the difference in the
production cross-sections.
Last relevant metric is purity, in physics or precision, in machine learning and it is
given by
PREC =
TP
TP + FP
, (4.4)
where TP is a number of true positive objects found in the testing sample and FP is
a number of false positive objects found in the testing sample. As its name suggests,
this metric tells us the extent of contamination in the signal with false-positive objects.
Summary of all the metrics and their definitions are given in table 1.
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Physics Machine Learning Definition
Tagging Efficiency True Positive Rate (TPR)/Recall TPR = TPP
Misidentification Prob. False Positive Rate (FPR) FPR = FPN
Background Rejection REJ = 1FPR
Signal Purity Precision PREC = TPTP+FP
Table 1. Classification metrics used in physics and machine learning.
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Figure 2. Hyper-parameter scans for NetVLAD layer showing the performance for heavy-flavor
identification purity as we vary the number of clusters (left) and the model depth (right).
5 Sensitivity To Hyper-Parameters And Model Uncertainties
In order to study the dynamics of our model, we run a study to quantify effects of hyper-
parameter change on the model performance. In each run, we fixed one of the parameters
(for example, number of clusters) and varied the other one (model depth). Results for
cluster scan, during which we fixed depth of the model D = 4, and varied the number of
clusters can be seen in the left panel of figure 2. The area under the purity curve is used
as a metric of performance and we see no significant improvement beyond a total of 33
clusters. Similarly, the depth hyper-parameter sensitivity study shown in the right panel
figure 2 during which we fixed Nc = 33.
Estimating systematic uncertainties of a deep neural networks is a rather recent de-
velopment with different ideas [60–62]. Given that the model hyper-parameters were fixed
for optimal performance, modifying those is not an appropriate way to truly estimate the
uncertainties inherent in the model. Given a fixed representation of JetVLAD used in this
study, we find a total of 111608 trainable parameters. Each of these parameters or weights
are initially randomized and are later fixed during the training. We further randomize these
input weights with three iterations of the model training and the different results are taken
as a systematic variation of the classification and show in the corresponding shaded regions
with their average taken as the central value.
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Figure 3. Background rejection vs efficiency curves shown for different inputs in the lines (described
in the text) for balanced samples. The left and right panels show jets with 10 < pT < 15 and
25 < pT < 40 GeV/c.
6 Heavy-Flavor Jet Tagging At RHIC Energies
Each sample of heavy-flavor jets, cross-section weighted and balanced, is trained and vali-
dated in parallel. The cross-section weighting is included in the datasets and is not consid-
ered explicitly in the training procedure. Once trained, we have two sets of model weights
corresponding to the different datasets, which we can then use to further test the perfor-
mance of JetVLAD on the respective samples. The background rejection vs efficiency curves
for the balanced dataset are shown in figure 3, where the left and right panels represent
R = 0.4 jets with 10 < pT < 15 GeV/c and 20 < pT < 40 GeV/c, respectively.
Each curve in the plot represents different inputs to the model such as vertexing (dotted
yellow), tracking (dot-dashed green), tracking + vertexing (solid red) and tracking + frag-
mentation (dashed blue). Similarly the performance for the cross-section weighted sample is
shown in figure 4. For both weighted and balanced datasets, we find the secondary vertex
information provides the maximal impact on tagging heavy-flavor jets. The inclusion of
tracking information in the input shows improved background rejection at large efficiencies
while models trained with fragmentation information show a slight improvement on top
of tracking at small efficiencies but do not significantly improve the performance at large
efficiencies.
We also study the purity vs efficiency for the different inputs and weighted samples
in figure 5. In contrast to the background rejection that did not show a large effect when
considering the cross-section weighting, the purity on the other hand shows a distinct im-
provement for balanced samples. The purity for balanced dataset being close to 100% can
be understood due to the unrealistic yield of heavy-flavor jets in the sample. A more real-
istic performance, comparable to experimental data is shown for the cross-section weighted
sample where for 80% efficiency, we have close to 80% purity and a background rejection of
236. In both studies, we find the tracking + vertexing still has the largest purity at given
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Figure 4. Background rejection vs efficiency curves shown for different inputs for cross-section
weighted samples. The left and right panels show jets with 10 < pT < 15 and 25 < pT < 40 GeV/c.
efficiency.
The purity (left) and background rejection (right) as a function of jet momenta for the
tracking + vertexing input are shown in figure 6. We find a consistent trend of increasing
background rejections at given efficiencies with increasing jet pT . At fixed purity of 70%,
we also find a similar trend as before with increasing efficiency. At signal purity closer to
80%, we find an interesting trend for the highest momenta jets where the efficiency drops
significantly indicating a kinematic effect of the jets and their substructure.
We choose two working points based on efficiencies of 81% and 50% for which the
corresponding purity and background rejections in cross-section weighted and balanced
datasets are shown in table 2. As we increase the jet pT , we find that the signal purity
is relatively consistent for both working points with a notable exception at the highest
jet momenta. The background rejection increases in a non-linear fashion as jet momenta
increase with the working point at 50% efficiency having a rejection similar to the difference
in the cross-sections.
7 Conclusions and Outlook
We discussed the impact of jet flavor identification on studies of the QGP transport proper-
ties. Focusing on particularly identifying jets originating from heavy quarks such as b and
c, as opposed to those that originate from lighter quarks and gluons. With the advent of
deep learning techniques, we focus on jet-by-jet identification of heavy-flavor jets at RHIC
energies where the lower pT jets experience interactions between jet and the QGP medium.
We introduced the JetVLAD model which takes charged jet constituents with varying quan-
tities as input and aggregates to a descriptor vector which can then be used to compare
different jet populations. We trained the model on light- and heavy-flavor jets in PYTHIA
and compared the classification performance for different varieties of track inputs based on
metrics such as purity and background rejection at various signal efficiencies. In our studies
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Figure 5. Purity vs efficiency curves shown for different inputs in the colored lines and for cross-
section weighted (left) and balanced (right) samples. The top and bottom panels show jets with
10 < pT < 15 and 25 < pT < 40 GeV/c.
we identified a combination of track inputs such as the secondary vertex (DCAx,y, DCAz)
and the kinematics of the tracks (pT , η, φ) performed optimally leading to a signal purity
of 85% for an efficiency of 81% when we consider the cross-section weighted sample. We
also studied the effect of the jet momenta and found that with increasing jet momenta,
we increased the background rejection while the signal purity was relatively consistent at
a given efficiency which can be utilized as an experimental working point. Our studies
highlight the importance of a precision vertex detector for heavy flavor studies.
We demonstrated for the first time at RHIC energies the ML techniques based on parti-
cle descriptors outperform in a competitive matter, current models that have been utilized
at the LHC. These low momenta jets at RHIC are particular important for studies of the
QGP transport properties since they are the ones that are expected to have the largest
interactions with the medium. As the standard methods do not consider novel correlations
between inputs, the aggregated particle descriptors offer a feature space where the inher-
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Figure 6. Purity (left) and background rejection (right) vs efficiency for tracking + vertexing
input. Each curve corresponds to a different jet pT selections.
Range in jet Tagging Signal Background
pT [GeV/c] Efficiency Purity Rejection
[10 - 15] 81% 85% (99%) 236 (236)
50% 88% (99%) 476 (506)
[15 - 20] 81% 85% (99%) 251 (268)
50% 88% (99%) 506 (540)
[20 - 25] 81% 84% (99%) 287 (336)
50% 88% (99%) 624 (740)
[25 - 40] 81% 81% (99%) 310 (350)
50% 85% (99%) 677 (816)
Table 2. JetVLAD classification performance in purity and rejection for different jet pT ranges for
the cross-section weighted (balanced) datasets with two working points based on efficiencies of 81%
and 50%, respectively.
ent differences between light- and heavy-flavor jets are highlighted leading to significant
improvements in classification performance.
Future explorations of this model include studying the effects of the heavy ion under-
lying event and also its extension to jet production at the LHC where one can explore BSM
searches. While we have utilized the detector smearing based on the STAR Heavy-Flavor
Tracker detector, this technique can be utilized to create a standard performance toolkit at
sPHENIX [63] and in guiding detector design at the recently approved Electron Ion Collider
(EIC). Studies at sPHENIX, whose vertex detector is designed for high density heavy ion
environment, are of an immediate benefit for our model. Conversely, detectors at the EIC
are more tuned towards precision measurements in a low density environment where one
could take advantage of the JetVlad model architecture that effectively reduces the dimen-
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sionality of inputs to an aggregated vector, leading to variety of applications. In principle
such a model can be utilized for studies related to particle flow, taking into account both
charged and neutral candidates in experiment and also for mapping detector performance.
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A Fast Simulation
Here we describe the fast simulation framework that was used in order to simulate detector
response. Since a full detector simulation via GEANT is time consuming, one can capture
major effects via parametrizing the response. To account for the tracking efficiency at STAR
in proton-proton collisions, each charged and final state track is dropped with probability
of 20% [64]. The TPC also produces a momentum smearing [64], which is modeled by
pT = N (pT , 0.003 · p2T ). (A.1)
Regarding the finite vertex resolution, we apply a parametrization of the STAR heavy-
flavor Tracker [], by fitting the resolutions of DCAxy and DCAz dependent on the track
momentum p
DCAxy = N (DCAxy, σxy(p)), (A.2)
DCAz = N (DCAz, σz(p)). (A.3)
Post smearing, we apply selection criteria on the tracks similar to an experimental
analysis
• Minimal smeared transverse momentum of the track is pT > 0.2 GeV/c.
• |DCAz| < 60 mm and |DCAxy| < 20 mm
As mentioned before, this particular parametrization is based upon the existing STAR
experiment. The upcoming sPHENIX experiment is designed for better tracking efficiency
and includes specific detector prioritizing secondary vertex resolution such as the MVTX [65]
which will further increase the classification performance.
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